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Things to Consider

» Defining Stress

» Defining your Holiday Expectations

» Recognizing and Avoiding the Holiday Blues

» Strategies for Managing Holiday Stress

» Children and the Holidays
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What is Stress?

Stress is an individual’s normal positive or negative 
response to change, threats, or challenging demands.

Stress can effect a person emotionally, mentally, 
physically, and behaviorally.
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Signs & Symptoms of Stress

» Physical: headaches, muscle tension, shortness of 
breath, fatigue, changes in appetite, changes in sleep 
patterns, upset stomach

» Mental: trouble thinking clearly, poor concentration, 
confusion, negative self-talk, forgetfulness, poor 
judgment

» Emotional: feeling out of control, nervousness, anxiety, 
sadness/depression, hopelessness, increased anger, 
thoughts of suicide or death

» Behavioral: aggression, excessive use of alcohol or 
drugs, inability to start or complete projects, compulsive 
gambling or sex or internet use
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How do the Holidays Impact 
Your Ongoing Stress?

» General Stress – Day to day living, finances, 
family relationships, work

» Deployment Stress – Changing roles, change in 
finances, change in responsibilities

» Holiday Stress – Additional pressure, 
expectations, increased responsibilities and 
activities
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Holiday Expectations vs. Realities

» A time of celebration
» Normally involves family traditions and get-

togethers
» Triggers natural emotional responses

– Childhood Memories – Remembering the 
“good times”

– May feel a sense of loss of family 
togetherness

– Miss participating in the holiday routines
– Loneliness
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Holiday Blues

» May be a result of separation
» Emotions can become magnified

– Sense of loss
– Anxiety
– Sleeplessness
– Discontent
– Depression
– Anger
– Irritability
– Thoughts of Suicide
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Avoiding the Holiday Blues

» Avoid “doom and gloom” attitude
» Accept lack of control over deployment 

events
» Practice positive self-care

– Stay Fit  physically, mentally, 
emotionally, spiritually

» Practice good “buddy care”
– Stay connected with other military families

» Look for humor – it will find you
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Self-Care for Holiday Stress

» Relaxation exercises
» Meditation / prayer
» Imagery, 

visualization
» Music, reading
» Positive self talk
» Allow yourself to 

have your feelings
» Be a kid again -

it’s OK to play
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Plan Ahead for the Holidays

» Keep a Positive Attitude –
realize you have a choice

» Get an early start with gifts / cards
» Record a holiday message
» Be flexible with phone calls
» Pace yourself –

remember that 
the Holidays are more 
than one day, they are 
a whole season
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Surround Yourself with 
Family and Friends

» Rely on and help others
» Families come in all shapes and sizes
» Forget about perfection
» Volunteer for a good cause
» Plan to attend or help organize holiday events 

for families of deployed service members
» Visit friends or family on the holiday
» Ask for help – Buddy care, Chaplains, CSC 

team
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Reduce Holiday Stress

» Find ways to have fun 
» Sleep and eat right
» Limit the use of 

alcohol or other drugs
» Prioritize things 

you need / want to do
» Make a budget 

and stick to it
» It’s OK to say “No” 
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Be Realistic About 
What to Expect

» Accept that this holiday season may be different
» Allow yourself to have your feelings
» Try developing new traditions
» Prepare yourself for the post-holiday letdown
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Children and the Holidays

» Discuss holiday plans in advance and let kids 
participate in decisions when possible

» Don’t over schedule
» Give kids some “downtime” 
» Make sure kids get plenty of sleep
» Let kids be honest about their feelings
» Encourage kids to get involved in a project to 

help others who are less fortunate
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Children and the Holidays (cont.)

» Don’t promise things you can’t produce
» Don’t try to compensate for an absent parent 

with extra gifts or toys. Give them your time, 
attention, and reassurance.

» Uphold and maintain 
family traditions if 
possible, or create 
new ones with their input

» Take care of yourself, 
otherwise your kids 
feel the tension.
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Children: Signs & 
Symptoms of Stress

» Physical: headaches, fatigue, changes in appetite or 
sleep patterns, upset stomach, additional somatic 
complaints

» Mental:  trouble thinking clearly, poor concentration, 
forgetfulness, daydreaming

» Emotional:  agitation, irritability, anxiety, sadness / 
depression, nervousness

» Behavioral: “meltdowns”, 
aggression, tantrums, 
hyperactivity, 
breaking the rules

WATCH FOR CHANGES
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Questions
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Resources

» Military Community Services

» Chaplain and Local Clergy

» Military OneSource  (800) 342-9647

» TRICARE   www.tricare.osd.mil

» Behavioral Health Services
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References

» www.militaryonesource.com

» www.mayoclinic.com

» www.navycompass.com

» Chaplain Corps United States Navy


